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1. Introduction

Networked virtual environments (net-VEs) allow

multiple users to share the same object in real-time even

thought those users may be located around the world. In

the net-VEs, there are a lot of applications, one is

allowlng multiple users to interact in real-time as a

player(for example, the football game) and another is

permitting multiple users taking part in the net-VEs just

as audience. In order to achieve the virtual environment,

here is more than one way which can be taken. VRML

which is used popularly, is the method that has to

download al一 data of virtual environment for showing the

object (DIS-Java-VRML [1], for instance) But in this

paper, our research try to find different way to carry out.

This research examine an approach for sent the OpenGL

command for redisplay by the receiver with reliable

multicast communication at Intranet-based virtual

environments. OpenGL is be widely used to be a

software interface to graphics hardware. With OpenGL,

This research can control computer-graphics technology

to produce realistic pictures or ones that depart from

reality in imaginative ways.

IP Multicast is a facility whereby a source can send data

to multip】e destinations without making unnecessary

copies. Like unicast IP, IP multicast is inherently

unreliable. The current multicast paradigm aHows any

host to create/join a multicast "group"; a packet sent to

this group reaches every host that Hsubscribes''to it.

Providing a reliable data delivery service over IP

mlllticast is an active area of research.

This work, which consists of two technical(OpenGL

and IP Multicasting), is divided two parts. On is

OpenGL over Multicast library and another is cIlent

program for audience, provide another solution in the

area.

2. Compose and Platform of The System

This system instrumented a Windows NT Workstation

4.0　on a　300MHz Pentiumll PC as clients and a

Windows NT Workstation on a 650MHz Pentium皿PC

as the server. At the side of client platform can run one

more program as the recetver at the same time. Figure 1

shows the physical architecture for server-c】lent neトVE

ona LAN.

Figure- 1 Physical architecture

3. Software Systems Architecture

In this section shows processing architecture for our

software systems. Our software systems consist of two

main parts, the first part is the library of OpenGL over

the multicast, and second part is client program for

graphics. The cxpl乙ination below is showed in detail.

Figure-2 SoRware architecture

3.1 0penGL over the Multicast library

In this part of software, the application program

perform the conn-一and ofOpenGL ①and at the time get

the function or cotlnmand of OpenGL, and then encode

tlle same colnnlalld to be trallsported to the receivers by
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IP Multicast②(乱so that at the side of the receivers
display the same graphics which the server send to the

receivers, for doing this, the server encode the command

of OpenGL at specia一 protoco一 (Figure-3) and let the

received understand and decode it.

3.2 Client program

In this part of software, which perform at the receiver,

the receiver display the object that formed by the

encoded received command ofOpenGL and decoded the

message⑥⑤, and also obtain a 、vindows a graphics
display into which either text or 3D graphics may be

drawn. In this section, the program provides a n-eans for

obtaining user i叩ut form such devices as keyboard and

mice ⑥so that viewpoint can be changed, and also
provides access to rendering operations, by effects of

OpenGL comnlands on the franle buffer are controlled

by this system. By this way, too many users can share

the same object on the display by IP Multicast.

3.3 Encode and Decode ofOpenGL command

Because the receiver can not perform the function of

OpenGL even though we find out a way to transform, so

we have to encode the command ofOpenGL before it be

sent, and the receiver decode the command and perform

the function which consist with the server. We use the

packet uniりIist like below.

α b C ′ c,

a: the group the commands

b: the serial nunlber of the corrullands

ci..Cj: the parameter

Figure 3 Encodeこmd decode

4. Reliable Multicast

To take advantage of the bus-based nature of most

LANs, we can use a hardware broadcast to send tllc data

to the group, and then use a point-to-point

acknowledgment scheme to ensure the reliability of the

multicast. This is very efficient way to do multicasts,

especially since it let's us take advantage of the simple

bus nature of netWorks such as Ethernet. The protocol

P. [2】 exhibits the following behavior:

(1) the server sends all original transmissions on a

multicast address Ao甘

(2) when required, the server retransmits a packet

with sequence number / on multicast address Ai

where　ノ.=0∴2,.‥

(3) whenever a receiver detects a lost packet J∴ it

transmits a NAK to the server over a point-to-point

channel and subscribes to the multicast address Ai
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and starts a timer.

(4) the expiration of a timer without prior reception

of tlle corresponding packet serves as the detection

ofa lost NAK packet, a NAK is retransmitted for the

associated packet and a timer again started.

(5) on receiving packets / on Ai a receiver

unsubscribes to A/.

5. Example

At first, we can get the command of the OpenGL by

which the object display at the server, and we send the

encode command to the receiver by IP Multicasting

protocol, the cllent decode the command and obtain the

image both at the serverand clients just like below.

し　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-iaix
フdA・吃〉　Tニメークシ3ン(A) llが<K>　-vレフ`く抄

Figure 4 The output of the receivers

6. Conclusion

Up to now, we just fillished the application program,

which can send the simple command of OpenGL and

some usefu一 information about the object to be sent,

which can be recognized by the client and redisplay the

same 0-1e at the receiver, From now on, we also try to

find a way to examine internet-based virtual

environments, and looked at Internet-based sharing, In

the age of Internet, the internet-based sharing

environments are widely used in some different areas.
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